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Rhode Island do not impose a sales tax on
aircraft. Neighboring Connecticut does not
impose the tax on aircraft weighing more
than 6,000 pounds. Some states levy a use
tax to compensate for tax revenue per-
ceived as lost when a resi-
dent purchases the aircraft
out of state.

And there are the never-
popular fees Stubbs refers
to as “gotcha” taxes. For
example, if an aircraft
spends more than 60 days
in Virginia annually, there
is a non-resident tax.
Washington has an inter-
esting approach. If its rev-
enue agents discover that
an aircraft has spent more
than 90 days in the state, it
will assess a non-resident
tax on every airplane in that
owner’s fleet, not merely
that particular airplane.

20th Anniversary 
Plans

A subject of much dis-
cussion at the Savannah
event was the 20th anniver-
sary conference, to be held
next January 13 to 16 in
Long Beach, Calif., and in
particular the Heritage Pro-
ject–a look back at the last

two decades in the industry–as a point 
of focus. The convention celebration will
include:
• a showcase of tools and technologies

schedulers use to perform their jobs, from
Wite-Out to BlackBerries;
• “pioneer videos” that feature in-

terviews with individuals who
helped establish and expand the
Schedulers & Dispatchers Com-
mittee and the conference;

• a list of scheduler/dispatcher
milestones to be posted online
and voted on by members of the
schedulers and dispatchers com-
munity to determine the top five
moments; and

• a published collection of “Sched-
uler Chronicles” in anecdotal form.

Speaking at the conference,
new committee chair Anne-Marie
Smith of Steelcase Aviation em-
phasized the importance of recog-
nizing the pioneers who have
helped advance the profession, 
as well as those who “continue 
the quest toward greater education
and recognition of schedulers 
and dispatchers.”

And as useful as education is,
she said, recognition is equally im-
portant. “I think it is extremely
important that schedulers receive
something tangible for their train-
ing efforts.” o

For anyone who still perceives business
aviation schedulers and dispatchers as
anything less than professionals, the recent
NBAA Schedulers & Dispatchers Confer-
ence would have been a reality check.

The five-day event drew a record 2,618
attendees and 391 exhibitors, but what is
most important is what outgoing Schedulers
& Dispatchers Committee chair Jenny
Showalter calls “a constantly rising level 
of professionalism.”

NBAA devoted the two days before the
event’s opening to more clearly defining
the role of the scheduler and dispatcher
and creating benchmark standards. Both
days were devoted to the Schedulers Pro-
fessional Development Program (SPDP)
series, covering subjects from international
scheduling and resource management to
weather and aircraft performance and flight
department security.

The program was launched in 2001 as a
vehicle to enhance the skills of partici-
pants and validate the role of schedulers
and dispatchers in terms of professional
standing. According to NBAA director of
operations and educational development
Jo Damato, the program continues to build
momentum, with more than 40 individuals
having completed at least six or more
course objectives.

A total of 200 people attended the 

two-day SPDP program; 34 of them were
enrolled in the more extensive resource
management course. A highlight of the
program was the recognition of nine people
who recently completed six or more SPDP
course objectives and five who completed
11 or more objectives.

The Schedulers & Dispatchers Commit-
tee’s goal of encouraging professional
development took another step forward at
the show with video recordings of 10
breakout sessions. According to Damato,
the Powerpoint presentations at each ses-
sion will be synchronized with the video
and then made available for purchase, from
$25 for individual sessions to $225 for the
entire package. The virtual sessions will be
available through NBAA starting March 15
in the form of video streaming or on CD.
More details are available on the NBAA
Web site, www.nbaa.org. 

“We felt this was an excellent way to
make a three-day conference last all year,”
said Damato. “It allows those who couldn’t
come to Savannah to be ‘virtual attendees,’
and those who were there to access to any
session they missed.”

A Taxing Subject
The 32 breakout sessions over the

three-day convention covered a broad vari-
ety of subjects, from basic scheduling for
Part 91 and Part 135 operations to flight
planning and the impact of ETOPS (ex-
tended twin-engine operations). Among
the most popular were two sessions mod-
erated by Nel Stubbs of Conklin & de

Decker and Ed Kammerer of law firm Ed-
wards, Angell, Palmer & Dodge.

Stubbs and Kammerer tackled the com-
plex subjects of federal excise and state tax
issues with a mix of humor and facts.

It was in the mid-1980s, explained
Stubbs, that the Internal Revenue Service
“discovered” that some owners were oper-
ating business aircraft for personal use.
Nothing has been the same since, with IRS
definitions of operational use of an aircraft
frequently differing from those of the FAA.
“The IRS doesn’t care what the FAA
defines as ‘commercial use,’” said Stubbs.
“It has its own definition.”

She and Kammerer explained the often
complex and much maligned IRS standard
industry fare level rule that establishes
standards for non-business use of employer-
provided aircraft. They also discussed 
the use of a company airplane for entertain-
ment. Noted in particular were proposed
regulations dealing with deductions for 
entertainment use of business aircraft that

the IRS published last June.
“Whatever you do,” cautioned Stubbs.

“Don’t get cute with the IRS, because
they’ll get cute right back.”

State taxes–specifically the lack of uni-
formity among states–are a particularly
thorny issue. There are aircraft registration
fees, personal property taxes, license taxes,
operating fees, sales and use taxes and
more. “And don’t let the term ‘fee’ confuse
you,” said Stubbs. “A tax by any other
name is still a tax.”

About half the states assess an aircraft
registration fee. In some, it is significant.
In others, it can be as low as $5. And the
applications for Part 135 and Part 91 op-
erators differ. In some states, an aircraft
excise tax is based on age and weight,
plus a $10 registration. In New Hamp-
shire, an operating fee is based on mtow.
Arizona levies an annual license tax of 
5 percent of the full market value, plus a
$5 registration fee.

Sales taxes vary greatly. Maine and
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GoPicnic Is Not Your Grandfather’s Box Lunch

Scholarship Winners

After a long struggle,
schedulers and 
dispatchers are getting
the credit they deserve

Schedulers&Dispatchers
conference 2008

by Kirby J. Harrison

At the Schedulers & Dispatchers Conference
in January, GoPicnic introduced a box lunch out
of the ordinary for a new generation of diet-con-
scious foodies who demand something more
than a bologna sandwich, bag of chips and apple.

The Chicago-based company, launched by
president Julia Stamberger and chief marketing
officer Pamela Jelaca, began operations in 2006.

The idea, said Jelaca, was to create some-
thing that was tasty, nutritious and healthy and
had a long shelf life and required no heating and
no refrigeration. What they came up with are 16
meals–four full meals to satisfy an adult, eight
lighter snack break meals, and four meals
designed for children. The children’s meals meet
35-10-35 nutritional standards, meaning 35
percent or less of calories are from fat, 10
percent or less of calories are from saturated fat,
and 35 percent or less from sugar. Of the 16
meals, six are vegetarian, two are gluten-free,
four are kosher and 11 meet Halal requirements
under Islamic law.

The DeluxePicnic box, for example, contains
deli-sized salami slices, gruyere cheese, organic
wheat crackers, a pasta/vegetable salad, Mediter-
ranean dried apricots, chocolate wafer cookies
and an energy drink mix.

The meals contain no trans fats, no MSG, 
no high-fructose corn syrup, and no artificial
colorings or flavorings. And artificial preserva-
tives have been kept to a minimum.

According to Jelaca, the meals have a 
two-month shelf life and the cost ranges from
$3.25 to $5.75 per box, with a minimum order 
of 24 meals.

The exhibit at the Schedulers & Dispatchers
Conference was GoPicnic’s initial foray into 
the business aviation market, an effort Jelaca
described as successful.

“We’re already talking with a number of
clients who were at the show, and we think it’s
going to be a good market.” –K.J.H.

The 16 GoPicnic meals cater to a variety of
tastes and dietary restrictions. 

The annual Schedulers & Dispatchers Conference is
one of the biggest events for caterers, who have the
opportunity to discuss their services with the people
who actually book the service.

Nel Stubbs and Ed
Kammerer delivered
seminars about aircraft
tax regulations.

The 19th NBAA Schedulers & Dispatchers
Conference, held from January 29 to February
1, was an occasion to celebrate the awarding
of 15 scholarships with a total value of more
than $60,000.

Sponsors Air BP Aviation Services, Ac-U-
Kwik, Atlantic Aviation, Chevron Global Aviation,
ExxonMobil and the Avitats, Jeppesen Dataplan,
Signature Flight Support, Universal Weather &
Aviation each contributed $5,000 toward the
2008 Schedulers & Dispatchers scholarship
fund. Eight recipients were awarded scholarships
to advance their aviation careers through contin-
uing education. Those scholarships went to:
• Brent Carney, Delta AirElite
• Kim Disney, Yum! Brands
• Daniel Drake, Air Excellence
• Jennifer Hess, Citigroup Corporate Aviation
• Andrew Howard, The Home Depot
• Jennifer Jensen, FlightSafety International
• Kelly MacKenzie, International Jet 

Aviation Services
• Jamie Rose, Business Jet Access

Airline Ground Schools, CornerStone Strate-
gies, FlightSafety International and MedAire con-
tributed to the 2008 Schedulers & Dispatchers
Training Scholarship program. Those awards
went to:
• Jeanine Anderle, Kohler

• Pamela Carver, International Jet 
Aviation Services

• Melissa DeCoster, The Williams Companies
• Megan Helsel, CitationShares
• Monique Kendell, Jetworks 
• Lindsey Wertz, Marnell Carrao Associates

The $5,000 Shell Canada Schedulers & Dis-
patchers Scholarship, presented annually to a
Canadian resident to allow the recipient to
advance his or her aviation career through con-
tinuing education, went to Julie Halbauer of the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police Air Services. 

Also unveiled at the convention was an NBAA
Schedulers & Dispatchers Outstanding Achieve-
ment and Leadership Award. It will recognize an
individual “who shares outstanding business
aviation industry expertise, provides extraordinary
service, exhibits leadership and has made signif-
icant contributions for the scheduling and dis-
patching function.” NBAA senior v-p of operations
and administration Steve Brown said, “Increasingly,
schedulers and dispatchers are being recognized
as highly valued members of a flight department.
In the future we want to ensure that the occupa-
tion receives the recognition it deserves.”

For more information about scholarships
available to schedulers and dispatchers and how to
apply, visit the NBAA Web site at www.nbaa.org/
public/education/scholarships. n
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